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Graco 390PC Hi-Boy
Airless Sprayer 17C388

Regular Price

$3,377.00
Special Price

$2,617.17
INCL. GST

Product Images
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Short Description

The 390 PC is the ideal sprayer for residential jobs, and is the best value in small electric sprayers. The 390 PC
is a solid workhorse built for the professional just “starting out.”  Lightweight and portable, it's easy to lift and
move. Made in the USA with Global Components.
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Description

The 390 PC is the ideal sprayer for residential jobs, and is the best value in small electric sprayers. The 390 PC
is a solid workhorse built for the professional just “starting out.”

Lightweight and portable, it's easy to lift and move.

Features

ProConnect

Fast and easy on-the-job Pump Replacement System
1-minute jobsite replacement in 3 simple steps
Endurance™ Now program available

Endurance Pump

The most reliable pump on the market - lasts 2 times longer than the next leading brand
Long-life V-Max Blue™ packings, Chromex™ rod and hardened stainless steel cylinder
QuikAccess™ intake valve for fast cleaning

Advantage Drive
Hardened steel gears run extremely quiet
High-ratio reduction provides slow pump stroking

Easy Out Pump Filter

Vertical design helps eliminate spills
Filters from the inside our and won't collapse
Large 7.8-square-inch filtering area reduces tip clogs
Flow-through design cleans with only a few gallons

And
Variable Pressure Adjustment allows repeatable setting while spraying light-to-heavier materials
Swivel Inlet Suction Hose easily reaches paint buckets
Chromed Steel Frame has stable 4-leg design with cord wrap

Package Complet with
Graco PC Gun
RAC X™ 517 SwitchTip™ and Guard
1/4 in x 50 ft (6.4 mm x 15 m) BlueMax™ II Airless Hose

390PC model Variants:

25T882 - Cordless Stand Mount
17C386 - Stand Mount
17C387 - Lo-Boy
17C388 - Hi-Boy
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Additional Information

Brands Graco
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